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The UPPSS design game is used to change an individual shoe making experience into a detailed product service
system with customer journey and data flow.

Abstract
We envision a near future where shoe design is more than sketching shoes. Shoe design becomes
the crafting of parametrically generated, data-driven, iterative forms along with multi-stakeholder
Product Service Systems (PSS). Accomplishing shoes that embody this requires new forms of
digital craftsmanship that build upon ever emerging hybrid crafts. New forms of digital
craftsmanship are scaffolds of data and digital fabrication into Ultra-Personalized Product Service
Systems (UPPSS). In the complex process of UPPSS designers are confronted with challenges;
product challenges in negotiating design considerations, with service challenges in customer
journeys and systemic challenges in of data flows. Design games are rarely used to design shoes
but offer a lot of opportunities. In this article, we describe and deploy a design game for UPPSS
shoemaking. The game was designed to help designers to confront these challenges. This
included using code to program the digital fabrication of a pair of shoes. The UPPSS game was
deployed with 16 industrial design students over nine weeks. Each wrote a reflection on what they
learned. The reflections were analyzed to see how the design game resulted in facing the
challenges of an UPPSS that is summarized in an interpretive framework. Conclusions were drawn
from the challenges and opportunities confronted in the game, and what this meant to the
emerging practices of digital craftsmanship and UPPSS.
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Previous research on computational composites (Vallgårda and Redström, 2007), Meta-Materials
(Ion et al., 2018), and data-driven design (Bogers et al., 2016), has shown how data and materials
can be crafted together to form things. The idea of digital craftsmanship, previously seen as a
workshop (Jacobs et al., 2016) is emerging in the form of bespoke craft. Examples include
research in academia (Wensveen et al., 2016) or in the maker movement (Papavlasopoulou et al.,
2017).
At the same time, emerging technologies are enabling new possibilities in personalization (Benford
et al., 2018; Zoran, 2015; Magrisso et al., 2018). Personalization means that the product and
service are made to fit the style, form and behaviour of the user. While this can be done in bespoke
shoemaking, the challenges of scaling up into data-driven (user data drives parametric digital
fabrication) iterative (generations of objects inform their predecessors) product service systems
remains in the roadmap into a future of Ultra-Personalization. Ultra-Personalized Products and
Services are defined as “(1) Products in which personal data is obtained before use - such as 3D
scans - and (2) products in which the data is obtained during use” (Stolwijk and Punter, 2018). In
previous work we connected the two systematically (Nachtigall et al., 2019b) Shoemaking has
been shown as a domain with the potential to illustrate Ultra-Personalized Product Service
Systems (UPPSS) and bespoke personalization (Nachtigall et al., 2019b). Moreover, shoes have a
long history of personalization (Ball, 1937; Greene, 2019).
Industry and academia are very interested in shoe mass-customization (Piller, 2012; Weerasinghe
and Goonetilleke, 2011), and we find examples of bespoke personalization in small companies
such as Solemaker or Feets, and in large companies like Adidas (Piller, 2012), Nike, Under
Armour, Reebok, Ecco, United Nude, Desma, HP and many others. Shoes are also a good place
for data, the first wearable computer was embodied in Shannons and Thorp’s shoe (Mann, 1997)
with many examples of continued interest in computation in shoes as computers (Schirmer, 2015)
or as the result of a computational process (Feijs et al., 2016).
Yet, training industrial designers to design an UPPSS remains a challenge. Data-driven iterative
shoe personalization systems is no exception. Industrial designers have difficulties scaling up shoe
design into services and systems while maintaining a high level of craftsmanship. In order to
understand how to address the challenges of designing UPPSS we created a design game for
scaling up bespoke shoe personalization. This was connected to helping students recognize and
develop connections between the math, data and computing courses they had before (calculus,
data analytics, programming) and the demands of contemporary systems design.
In this paper, we explore the value and possibilities of the UPPSS design game by analyzing the
reflections from industrial design students after working with it. The game was needed to make
objects like shoes that are crafted to the individual. Using an interpretive framework developed by
(Nachtigall et al., 2018), we evaluate their understanding of UPPSS design. From the findings, we
draw conclusions about how the game supported the creation of an UPPSS system, suggestions
are made to the interpretative framework, and we reflect upon the emerging design practice of
Digital Craftsmanship for Ultra-Personalization.

Related Work
“The Stuff of Bits” by Paul Dourish (Dourish, 2015) showed data to be a material that can be used
to design with. Although the actual application of data as a design material to support the next level
of personalization is a challenging and complex process, research on computational composites
(Vallgårda and Redström 2007), Meta-Materials (Ion et al., 2018), data-driven design (Bogers et
al., 2016), and the development of frameworks that suggest how to act on data (Forlizzi, 2012) in
general, are at the forefront of design and HCI research. Based upon earlier explorations into
product ecologies (Forlizzi, 2012) and on research done on PSS (Tukker, 2004), UltraPersonalization grows out of the research done into embodied smart textile services (Bhömer et
al., 2016). Ultra-Personalized Product Service Systems (UPPSS) are data-driven iterative
personalization PSS with multiple stakeholders and enabling transitions (Nachtigall et al., 2019b).
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Closing the iterative personalization loop in UPPSS requires dealing with product, service, and
system challenges. The following sections describe these challenges in the emerging field of
UPPSS applied to shoe design. For a summary see table 1.
Product Challenges / Learnings

Service Challenges / Learnings

System Challenges / Learnings

Adapting Algorithms
(AA)

Negotiation of
design
considerations

Reading the Body
(RB)

A general purpose
sensor is not
personalized

Saving and Storing
the Data Trail (SD)

Ideal vs actual

Manufacturing
Misinterpretation
(MM)

Limits of the current
technology

Profiling Predicted
Use (PU)

Potential for self directed machine
learning

Quantity and
Scaling Up (QS)

Profile the thing, not
the person

Standardizing
Material Behavior
(SB)

Ideal vs actual

Understanding
Behaviour (UB)

Temporal
composites

Comparing Data
(CD)

Designers need data

Mechanical Sensing
Material Structures
(MS)

Active vs passive
monitoring

Adding Sensing
(AS)

Multi-purpose
hybrid material
geometries

Storing and
Decoding Use (SD)

Understanding
temporal composites
as material

Table 1. An interpretive framework of the challenges and learnings faced when making a shoe based
UPPSS. These are used to form the classification schema to evaluate the UPPSS game.

Product Challenges and Opportunities
Parametrically generating shoes for a specific feet requried adapting algorithms for the negotiation
of design considerations (AA). Researchers are applying specific geometries such as selective
buckling (Paulose et al., 2015) in programmable materials (Vallgårda 2017) using algorithms to
make flexible shoe soles (Feijs et al. 2016) and create dynamic behaviours (Ballagas et al., 2018).
Algorithms translate these materials into dynamic forms (Frens, 2006) using of computational codesign (Malakuczi, 2017).
However, the results are not always what was expected. Manufacturing misinterpretations (MM)
are unintended results that can appear when the limits of the technology are reached. To
overcome these situations a designerly understanding is needed; i.e. human-material interactions
(Giacardi and Karana, 2015) or how materials evoke a material conversation (Karana et al., 2016).
Another way to look at it is as a process-led material-based research that leads to design
innovation (Marr and Hoyes, 2016).
The next step is standardizing programmed behaviour (SB) when using data as a material. We see
these opportunities already being addressed in the form of research products (Odom, 2016) where
specific quality requirements (inquiry-driven, finish, fit, and independent) allow the research to be
deployed for long periods over the product lifetime. Additionally, challenges include creating a
consistent and uniform result having digital fabrication technologies a different precision than
industrial manufacturing. Real-time feedback and feedforward can already be seen in concrete 3D
Printing (Wolfs et al., 2018) which illuminates new opportunities for UPPSS digital fabrication.
Finally, UPPSS requires data to be created by the resulting products. While traditionally been done
with electronics, i.e. (Hertenberger et al., 2013), material structures for sensing (MS) allow also
mechanical (Zheng et al., 2019) biological (Steiner et al., 2018), and chemical (Kao et al., 2017)
sensing to produce data.
Service Challenges
The service challenges of UPPSS revolve around the customer journey. In shoe design, it shifts
towards an intimate relationship with the wearer that requires management and trust.
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To start the process of UPPSS (and continue iterations) a reading of the body (RB) is needed. An
analysis of the (physical) characteristics of the wearer provides a design DNA of the wearer. There
are many methods to gather data about the body such as footscans to lasts (Zhang, 2010).
Challenges include variability of body shapes and sizes (Griffin et al., 2016). Yet, new opportunities
include using images to create body sizes creates (Mok and Zhu, 2018) and convert that into
digital fabrication (Hong et al., 2018).
Closely related is capturing of a movement or action (or a series thereof) of the foot as
Understanding Behaviour (UB). The could also be the social dimensions of where a shoe is worn.
In shoes, this is can be a footstep; how the user strikes the heel to the ground and progresses to
the talon and big toe. Human locomotion is complex as humans evolved to be bipedal (Hagman
2005). This complexity and how it translates to materials is described in “The development of
methods and procedures to determine the dynamic and functional properties of sports shoes”
[Vertomenn et al., 2011].
UPPSS requires the storing of data across times at many points of the process and comparing it to
how it was expected to be used. There is opportunity for profiling predicted use (PU) to compare
that against the actual use. This can be found in predicting the needs for the shoe with i.e. machine
learning (Nácher et al., 2010), or using the data to predict life events of the wearer such as puberty
(Busscher et al., 2011). This becomes more complex if we adopt a model of distributed
manufacturing. In building a system with data as a material, there is a challenge to make the right
kinds of data described as adding sensing (AS). Sensing in shoes is commonly performed
electronically (Shenck and Paradiso 2001) or from other places on the body (Skach et al., 2018).
There is an opportunity to achieve this with materials that change in a computational system as
seen in DuoSkin (Kao et al. 2016), Grow Kit (Steiner et al., 2018), and the EVA Mocassin
(Nachtigall, 2017).
System Challenges
Research into system design spans decades (Norman, 1986). Software and stakeholders face
challenges and opportunities as seen in the data flow of an UPPSS process. The system
challenges can be observed when creating an overall picture of how the data and material interact
in UPPSS (Nachtigall et al., 2018).
Saving and storing the data trail (SD) is often used in app design and social media design, not
physical objects. Much like home health devices now track patient health (Habibović et al., 2018),
designers of an UPPSS have an opportunity to record data at many points during the analysis,
design, manufacture and use of the object. That data is shared and used with many stakeholders.
This can be seen in the current way usage statistics are impacting software development (Dinner
et al. 2015), in UPPSS data is created and stored for at least the product or service lifetime.
Questions of data security and privacy become important as well (Wetzels et al., 2018)
Artisans make bespoke personalized shoes using implicit craftsmanship. When making shoes with
data new challenges and opportunities for quantity and scaling up (QS) become possible. The
form, behaviour and aesthetic can be understood as data. New opportunities emerge such as
monitoring, control, optimization (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015). Challenges include the costs of
digital fabrication (Baumers, 2016) and the integration of craft and technology to move from mass
customization to mass personalization (Wang et al., 2017).
Self-directed machine learning has opened up the possibility of comparing data from predicting
iterations and users. UPPSS is driven by generational (Reiss and Stricker, 2013) and multi-user
comparison via pattern recognition and machine learning (Bishop, 2007) at a design system level
(Yang, 2018).
As UPPSS depends upon data as a material, storing and decoding use is fundamental to the
iterative generations of an UPPSS. We see the importance of that data in data-enabled design
(Bogers et al., 2016) as well as the lifespan nature in temporal composites (Valgarda et al., 2015).
Hybrid Reassemblage (Zoran and Bucheley, 2013) provides a unique window into the possibilities
of generational iteration with materials.
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Creating a service design game for UPPSS
Service Design games have been shown to drive innovation and knowledge creation (Hannula &
Harviainen, 2016). Especially when dealing with the challenges of integrating products in service
systems (Hannula & Harviainen 2016). Card games have demonstrated their capacity to deal with
large amounts of complex challenges (Lucero et al., 2013). The UPPSS game we created is
intended to scale up a shoe-based personal crafting experience into a full-fledged UPPSS. The
game was inspired by other design games already used in service design that deal with multiple
stakeholder co-design sessions (Mattemäki, 2014).
The game board was taken from the theoretical UPPSS model, representing the UPPSS phases
and enabling transitions described in “Unpacking Solemaker into a model for UPPSS” (Nachtigall
et al., 2019b). The game board is a circular system with phases of Co-Analyze, Co-Design, CoManufacture and Co-Use in the corners.
Co-Analyze is the process of understanding the needs of the person in different forms of data,
including multiple expert opinions. Co-Design in UPPSS is a generative process that
algorithmically negotiates the parameters of the wearer to the design considerations of the object
being made. Co-Manufacture is the process of fabricating the object being made, often in a
distributed location geographically close to the wearer. Co-Use is process of using the object over
its lifetime, with the data feeding forward into the system for all to use that data. Between the “Co-”
phases are enabling transitions of encode, materialize, profile and monitor. Encode enables CoAnalyze to become Co-Design by making the data compatible with the parameters needed to
generate. Materialize enables Co-Design to become Co-Manufacturing by making the data ready
for digital manufacturing processes (which may be distributed). Profiling enables Co-Manufacturing
to become Co-Use by remembering the data from all previous phases for later comparison and
predicting the lifecycle of the object. Monitor enables Co-Use to become Co-Analyze by taking the
data from the object and the behaviour and making it available for analysis.
Working with a graphic designer known for systems illustration (Zevi, 2017), a series of icons that
represented the domain of shoes were created (Figure 1). Cards representing stakeholders,
objects, characteristics, phases, actions, and values were made (Figure 2). Each card had a
simple icon and a word describing the icon with extra lines to fill in information from design actions
and the data flow. The labels and illustrations were not set on stone, empty cards were added to
encourage the addition of new icons and descriptions when needed, as suggested in Efficiently
Inefficient: Service Design Games as Innovation Tools (Hannula and Harviainen, 2016).

Fig 1. Icons created for the UPPSS game that describe stakeholders, objects, design considerations,
phases, actions, and values in a general way that is modifiable.
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Fig 2. The UPPSS game board and cards being used to create Customer Journeys and Data Flows for an
Ultra-Personalized shoe platform

Based on the following questions players selected, named, modified and described their process
on cards which later were placed onto the board (see Figure 2 right):
1. Who is involved in the process?
2. What are the other objects involved in the processes areas? i.e. foot, shoe, scanner,
leather, sole.
3. What happens in between each phase? Where is the data? How does the data change (i.e.
formats)?
4. How and when is the “fit” (physical, social, behavioural) of the shoe
controlled?
5. Are there places when changing one aspect will break another? Add a negotiation card to
that moment and quickly note what happens.
6. Consider the board as a system. What is difficult and what would make the process better?
Identify challenges and opportunities in the product, service and the system.
7. Walk through the system again to see what can be streamlined, modified or changed.
8. Create a customer journey and data flow from the cards on the board.

Deploying the UPPSS game
A class of second and third-year bachelor students (n=16) from a three-year industrial design
program were selected to participate in this research. 8 were female, 8 were male. Their brief was
to scale up bespoke shoe personalization into a UPPSS.

Fig 3. Examples of shoes personalized with digital craftsmanship and worn and by participants using code
based on the ONEDAY open source shoe toolkit
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Before the design game started, each participant made and wore a pair of digitally fabricated
shoes. Then, the participants formed into groups and were asked to play the UPPSS game.
Afterwards, with the findings from the game (see Figure 2) and a new version of the shoes
(see Figure 3), they created customer journeys and data flow diagrams (see Figure 4). The
final version of the shoes, customer journeys, and data flows were critiqued at the completion
of an eight-week process. Participants then wrote a reflection which was coded by the
researchers.

Fig 4. Examples of Data Flow and Customer Journeys created by participants after playing the UPPSS game.

A first-person embodied perspective of shoemaking was important to support a meaningful
learning and valuable reflections. Participants who engage in an experience can translate material
usage to memory making (Tsai and van den Hoven, 2018). Additionally, living with a prototype is
key to understanding a research product (Desjardins and Wakkary, 2016; Mackey et al., 2017). We
choose the ONEDAY shoe toolkit deluxe version which has been shown to be an effective tool for
understanding personalization (Nachtigall, 2019a).
Inter-Coder Classification Using an Interpretative Framework
To understand if the game helped participants create an UPPSS, we used an inter-coder
agreement method previously used to classify research methods and purposes (Kjeldskov et al.,
2012; Tetteroo et al., 2015; Nachtigall et al., 2018). Table 1 presents an interpretative framework
based on previous work (Nachtigall et al., 2019) and related work. A short abbreviation was given
to facilitate the coding process as a coding schema. Two coders (PhD candidates working within
UPPSS) read each reflection and coded each sentence if one of the classifications was apparent.
The coders also noted when a sentence was an exceptional or interesting example of the
classification. Only one classification was allowed per sentence. It was possible for a sentence to
have no classification. If more than one classification was present, the coders selected the
classification that seemed more important in context. After classifying, the coders reviewed their
classifications together. When disagreement was found, the classification was debated until a
consensus was reached with no time constraint. Each coders’ classification and the final
agreement classification were recorded for analysis.

Results
From the reflections all 1474 sentences were considered from the participants’ reflections (n=16).
The classifications, Table 2, part of the interpretative framework, were found in 753 (51%) of the
sentences. Product challenges represented 384 (51% of found classifications), service challenges
represented 215 (29% of found classifications), and system challenges represented 154 (20% of
found classifications) The individual challenges are reported in Figure 3. The inter-coder
agreement for the classifications was 0.76 using Cohen’s kappa. This is found to be sufficient
reliability to draw the results (Munoz and Bangdiwala, 1997). During the classification, sentences
that exemplified the classification or were considered interesting were tagged for later. A
representative sentence of each was selected as an exemplar (Table 3).
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Table 2. A summary of classifications found in the reflections using inter-coder analysis.

Analysis
It is clear from the inter-coder analysis that the interpretive framework challenges were addressed
by the students as reported in the results. All challenges had at least four classifications and as
many as 179. We looked for the effects of the game itself in all of the challenges. The product
challenges were best represented, but this could have been caused because the participants spent
a significant amount of time and effort in making the shoes. The challenge of mechanical sensing
material structures was the least represented. The concept that material “wear and tear” forms part
of a computational system was difficult for the participants. Finding four reflections in the material
sensing is still nominally sufficient. For example, P12 reflected “I also found that you can gain a lot
of information about a persons’ foot by looking at the shoes after wearing them for a certain
amount of time.” The presence of the game is also seen in other product challenges. For example,
AA P4 “Now the shoe is not as flexible and it still looks nice. I had to change my initial design a
little bit to fit in with our shared service design.”
We found the game in the service challenges as well. AS P1 wrote, “This game gave me the idea
to let customers of the service platform play with the contrast by letting them change the density of
the vector markings on the top of the upper and on the back”. Moreover, the game leads to
personalization as PU P9 wrote: “With this design, I wanted to create an ultra-personalized shoe in
which design would not be obvious for everyone but would be very important and precious for a
user himself.”
The system challenges had the least classifications, but there is evidence of the role of the game.
QS P16 wrote: “The main objective for our service system was to keep it modular but not too
complicated. We made the data flow with the website in mind; we transformed all the functionalities
from the site into data objects.”. Dealing with the complexity of scaling up was not taught in the
classes but became apparent in the reflection. Finally, the best evidence for the game was found in
comparing data CD P6 – “The provided cards helped to create a general path for all of us.”
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Table 3. A summary of sentences that the coders indicated were exemplary or interesting.

Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work
Working with data as a material is a complex challenge. It is especially true when we look to a
future of complete product service systems that are personalized with that data. We found the
UPPSS design game helped participants work together to create complete customer journeys and
data flows that open up the gateway to future production systems. The cards allowed the
participants to take the experience of digitally crafting a pair of shoes and scale it into a PSS
platform. One of the teams was so successful that members went on to build the website P16 “To
illustrate our service and learn more about implementing processing.js, Daan and I created a
website.” It is also interesting to note that in many of the reflections, the game influenced either the
product, service or system levels or multiple of them at the same time. AA P4 – “Now the shoe is
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not as flexible and it still looks nice. I had to change my initial design a little bit to fit in with our
shared service design.”
The results show the potential of digital craftsmanship to support the making of future production
systems like UPPSS. The data and algorithms became a fluid part of the designer's toolkit. Starting
from a material, moving to a product, and then to a PSS, allowed participants to have a clear
mental picture of how the process would change the shoe they had made. In the future, exploring
the qualities of craft (Wensveen et al., 2016) and how they specifically relate to UPPSS may reveal
even a greater understanding of the game, the interpretative framework used to analyse it, and
about what digital craftsmanship is.
The game captured some elements of stakeholder relationships that the interpretive framework did
not encompass. Service design emerged from the relationship of people with computational things
but has been shown to understand stakeholder interaction (Blomberg and Evenson 2016). Future
work into the UPPSS, the game, and other future systems should look to better capture these
interactions and define stakeholder roles better. This could include templates for the dataflow and
customer journey that might allow for greater analysis.
The UPPSS board itself represented a static framework. It needed to be more dynamic allowing for
the changing of the board (system) itself. We saw the frustration in a few of the reflections P15 “Without having the group service platform, my customer journey probably would have been
completely different.” In the future, the Co-Analyze, Encoding, Co-Design, Materialize, CoManufacture, Profiling, Co-Use and Monitoring phases could be in independent boxes allowing
participants to manipulate the system framework. This would have helped participants like P6 who
said “The design will be updated and again send back to the customer.” indicating a possible
different process.
Data was challenging for the participants. The concept that materials can make data as part of the
process was difficult to find in the reflections. This was tied to the fact that the circularity of bringing
the data from the shoe back in the process was poorly represented. The game allowed
conceptually detailed and contextually rich first-person experiences. We look forward to adding
actions to the UPPSS game to address qualities such as sustainability that may help participants
make the process more circular resulting in iterative shoes.
Finally, we couldn’t find any other examples that used an inter-coder analysis of personal
reflections based on design action. The data to validate the game was created using this method
and lead to effective research. It showed the transmission of the ideas of UPPSS and digital
craftsmanship directly, although it was key to capture the exemplars and interesting quotes that
informed the analysis.
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